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In This Presentation We’ll Cover... 

• Visa Industry Update

• The Future of Pay is Now: Emerging Trends

• State of the Union (Employers & Employees)

• Challenges & opportunities in payments

• The Financial Wellness journey

• Best Practices

• Q&A
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This presentation is furnished to you solely in your capacity as a client of Visa and[/or] a participant in the Visa payments
system. By accepting this presentation, you acknowledge that the information contained herein (the “Information”) is 
confidential and subject to the confidentiality restrictions contained in Visa’s operating regulations and/or other 
confidentiality agreements, which limit your use of the Information. 

You agree to keep the Information confidential and not to use the Information for any purpose other than in your capacity 
as a customer of Visa or as a participant in the Visa payments system. The Information may only be disseminated within 
your organization on a need-to-know basis to enable your participation in the Visa payments system. Please be advised 
that the Information may constitute material non-public information under U.S. federal securities laws and that 
purchasing or selling securities of Visa Inc. while being aware of material non-public information would constitute a 
violation of applicable U.S. federal securities laws.

Note: Survey results, research, and best practice recommendations are provided for informational purposes only and should not be relied 
upon for marketing, legal, regulatory or other advice. Best practice recommendations should be independently evaluated in light of your 
specific business needs and any applicable laws and regulations. Visa is not responsible for your use of the survey results, research, best 
practice recommendations, or other information, including errors of any kind, or any assumptions or conclusions you might draw from 
their use. Analyses may be based and dependent on underlying data sourced or provided from third parties. Visa does not mark any
representation with respect to the quality or accuracy of such data; furthermore, the quality and accuracy of such underlying data may 
affect the resulting analysis. 

Notice of confidentiality
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Forward-looking Statements and Disclaimer

This presentation may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These 
statements can be identified by the terms “objective,” “goal,” “strategy,” “opportunities,” “continue," “can,” "will" and other similar references to the 
future. Examples of such forward-looking statements may include, but are not limited to, statements we make about our corporate strategy and product 
goals, plans and objectives. By their nature, forward-looking statements: (i) speak only as of the date they are made, (ii) are neither statements of 
historical fact nor guarantees of future performance and (iii) are subject to risks, uncertainties, assumptions and changes in circumstances that are 
difficult to predict or quantify. Therefore, actual results could differ materially and adversely from those forward-looking statements because of a 
variety of factors, including the following: macroeconomic and industry factors such as currency exchange rates, global economic, political, health and 
other conditions, competitive pressure on customer pricing and in the payments industry generally, material changes in our customers' performance 
compared to our estimates; systemic developments such as disruption of our transaction processing systems or the inability to process transactions 
efficiently, account data breaches involving card data stored by us or third parties, increased fraudulent and other illegal activity involving our cards; and 
the other factors discussed under the heading "Risk Factors” in our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and our most recent Quarterly Reports on 
Form 10-Q. You should not place undue reliance on such statements. Unless required to do so by law, we do not intend to update or revise any forward-
looking statement, because of new information or future developments or otherwise.

Studies, survey results, research, recommendations, and opportunity assessments are provided for informational purposes only and should not be relied 
upon for marketing, legal, regulatory or other advice. Recommendations and opportunities should be independently evaluated in light of your specific 
business needs and any applicable laws and regulations. Visa is not responsible for your use of any studies, survey results, research, recommendations, 
opportunity assessments, or other information, including errors of any kind, or any assumptions or conclusions you might draw from their use. Except 
where statistically significant differences are specifically noted, survey results should be considered directional only.

All brand names and logos are the property of their respective owners, are used for identification purposes only and do not imply product endorsement or 
affiliation with Visa.



$25k to $50k

84%

Source: Earned Wage Access Preferences Survey (April 2019). Commissioned by Visa and conducted by AYTM among 1,000 employees across 
the United States. [1] Q7: How much time do you spend at work each week thinking about or dealing with personal financial issues? 6

P E R C E N T  W H O SP E N D  T IM E  A T  W OR K  ON  

F IN A N C E S A C R OSS  H OUSE H OLD  IN C OM E  B A N D S
1

Less than $25k

79%

$50k to $75k

85%

$100k or more

85%

$75k to $100k

88%

Research and Findings

Employees across household
income bands spend time at 
work on their personal finances1

Roughly 80% to 90% of employees across income 

bands say they spend time at work thinking about or 

dealing with their personal finances.1



Research and Findings

Financial stress impacts 
employees’ health

This stress can lead to health-related issues1 and 

reduced productivity2 costing nearly $500 billion a 

year across the country.3

Source: Earned Wage Access Preferences Survey (April 2019). Commissioned by Visa and conducted by AYTM among 1,000 employees across 
the United States. [1] Q8: Do you feel your personal financial issues are impacting your health? [2] Q7: How much time do you spend at work 
each week thinking about or dealing with personal financial issues? [3] Forbes: Early Access To Wages, A Prized Benefit, Costs Employers Little 
Or Nothing (April 2019).

of employees feel personal financial 

issues are impacting their health
1

68%

1 in 10More than

employees feel personal financial issues

very significantly impact their health1

E M P LOYE E S  W H O F E E L  P E R SON A L  

F IN A N C E S IM P A C T  T H E IR  H E A LT H
1

7



Employees are looking to 
use their early earnings 
for essential items

Research and Findings

Our research shows that employees would use the 

earnings to help offset the cost of essential items such 

as groceries, utilities and gas bills.1

HOW E M P LOYE E S  WOULD USE  E A R LY  E A R N IN G S
1

Groceries

Utilities: 
gas or electric

Automobile 
or gas bills

Phone bill

Unexpected 
expenses

Rent or 
mortgage

58

48

56

4348 43

500

84% 

want access to

or less per 

pay cycle2

% %

% %% %

Source: Earned Wage Access Preferences Survey (April 2019). Commissioned by Visa and conducted by AYTM among 1,000 employees across 
the United States. [1] Q14: If provided early access to your earnings, how might you typically use these funds? (Select all that apply.) [2] Q11: How 
much of your earned money would you want to access before payday? 8

$



Research and Findings

Employees consider five key 
criteria when choosing how 
to receive early earnings

E M P LOYE E S ’ T OP F IV E C R IT E R IA  W H E N  C H OOSIN G  

H OW  T O R E C E IV E  E A R LY  E A R N IN G S 1

Security, cost, speed, convenience and ease are 

the top five priorities for employees.1

Though cost is a factor in how employees choose to receive early 

earnings, majority (79%) of those surveyed say they are willing to 

pay for a service that allows access to their funds in real-time.2

Source: Earned Wage Access Preferences Survey (April 2019). Commissioned by Visa and conducted by AYTM among 1,000 employees across 
the United States. [1] Q23: Rank these factors in terms of how important each are when choosing how you would want to receive early earnings. 
Rank from most important (top) to least important (bottom). [2] Q19: What is the most you would be willing to pay for faster access to $500 in 
earnings? You will receive the earnings in your bank account within 30 minutes — including weekdays, nights, weekends and holidays. (Assume 
this fee applies every time you access this amount before your next payday.) 9

SpeedCostSecurity Convenience

1 0 %

0 %

34%

25%

15%

10%

Ease

9%

2 0 %

3 0 %



With the highest turnover in ten years,1 employees 

are at an advantage to demand better alternatives.

Research shows that the ability to access earned wages 

prior to payday can aid in recruitment, engagement 

and retention rates.2

Research and Findings

Providing Earned Wage 
Access can improve 
employee engagement

[1] Forbes: Employee Turnover Is The Highest It's Been In 10 Years. Here's What To Do About It. (February 2018). [2] Earned Wage Access 
Preferences Survey (April 2019). Commissioned by Visa and conducted by AYTM among 1,000 employees across the United States. Q16: Assume 
an employer can provide you access to your earnings before payday. Once requested, you will receive the earnings in your bank account within 
30 minutes - including weekdays, nights, weekends, and holidays. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements 
about this employer: I would be interested in working for an employer who provides this service. I would be willing to work a longer period of 
time for an employer who offers this service. I would be willing to switch to an employer who offers this service if an opportunity was available. 10

are interested in working for 

an employer who provides EWA

95%

would be willing to work a longer period 

of time for an employer who offers EWA

89%

would be willing to switch to 

an employer who offers EWA

79%

P E R C E N T  OF  E M P LOYE E S  IN T E R E ST E D  IN  E A R N E D  W A G E  A C C E SS  ( E W A ) 2



Many employers are 
already offering early 
access to wages

Note: All brand names and logos are the property of their respective owners, are used for identification purposes only, and do not imply 
product endorsement or affiliation with Visa. Employers referenced may be engaged at the enterprise or franchise level, and are included if they 
are clients of the listed Earned Wage Access providers. [1] Forbes: Employee Turnover Is The Highest It's Been In 10 Years. Here's What To Do 
About It (February 2018). [2] PYMNTS: Why Making Payroll Faster Slows Employee Churn (April 2019). [3] The Washington Post: Workers 
Suddenly Have More Power to Demand Higher Pay and Better Jobs (March 2019). [4] Earned Wage Access Preferences Survey (April 2019). 
Commissioned by Visa and conducted by AYTM among 1,000 employees across the United States. Q16: Assume an employer can provide you 
access to your earnings before payday. Once requested, you will receive the earnings in your bank account within 30 minutes - including 
weekdays, nights, weekends and holidays. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about this employer? [5] 
Business Insider: Walmart Just Gave Its Employees a Huge Perk (December 2017). 

Earned Wage Access

Facing the highest turnover in ten years,1 companies 

are now attracting employees and slowing churn

with earned wage access.2

Workers are at an advantage in today’s market to demand higher pay 

and better jobs.3 79% of employees are more willing to switch to 

employers who are already offering early access to their earnings.4

Visa Confidential

M E R C H A N T S  O F F E R I N G  E A R N E D  W A G E  A C C E S S

We're investing to give our people financial tools that help provide 

more stability in their lives, which we believe will empower them to be 

all they can be when they are at work serving our customers.

— Jacqui Canney, Walmart Chief People Officer5

011



Employer-based model - How it works

Earned Wage Access

Visa Confidential

01

Employer offers 

Earned Wage Access

• Promote the new benefit to employee 

• Financial wellness and budgeting tools 

02

Employee requests 

Earned Wage Access

• Register to check hours worked 

and balance available through the 

EWA app or website

03

EWA provider 

validates the request

• Auto-integrate with payroll systems,

like ADP, or employees provide access 

to timesheets or bank statements

• EWA provider typically validates 

eligibility and limits, about $100-$500 

per pay cycle1

04

EWA provider transfers 

funds to employee

• Visa Direct: Receive funds in real time to 

eligible debit and prepaid cards

• ACH: Receive funds in 1-2 days 

• Request new prepaid card

05

EWA Provider 

balances accounts

• EWA providers upfront funds and 

then deduct from the employer’s 

or employee’s account1

• Business rules and data intelligence 

to manage payroll timing and 

account balance

12

[1] Earned Wage Access service may vary by EWA provider. Please contact the EWA provider for more information. [2] Visa requires fast-funds enabled issuers to 
make funds available to their recipient cardholders within a maximum of 30 minutes of approving the transaction. Actual fund availability varies by financial 
institution and region. Please refer to your Visa representative and the Visa Direct Original Credit Transaction Global Implementation Guide for more information. 

1



Earned Wage Access Summary

Our research shows that almost half of 

employees have less than $500 saved

for unexpected expenses. The lack of 

available funds needed to pay for 

necessary expenses — such as 

groceries, utilities or gas bills — is 

impacting employees’ productivity

and health.

Earned Wage Access (EWA) can help 

relieve financial pressure by providing 

employees early access to their earned 

wages. Offering this service as an 

employee benefit can help improve 

employee retention and engagement 

as a large majority (79%) of employees 

surveyed report they are willing to 

switch to an employer who provides 

EWA.

While providing employees early 

access to wages is beneficial, ensuring 

employees can quickly receive the 

funds is key. Such consumer 

expectations and related technological 

innovations have led to the rise of 

real-time payments.1 As a result, Visa 

Direct, Visa’s real-time payments 

platform2 that enables funds to be 

available at anytime, is offered as a 

payout option by many of the leading 

Earned Wage Access providers.  

Given current socioeconomic trends, 

and as seen by the highest turnover in

ten years,3 employees are looking for 

better alternatives. Earned Wage 

Access can not only increase 

employee engagement but also 

impact employee productivity and 

health, which can ultimately help 

reduce costs for employers. 

Insights, unless otherwise specified, are from the Earned Wage Access Preferences Survey (April 2019). Commissioned by Visa and conducted by AYTM among 1,000 employees across the United States. [1] Deloitte: Real-Time Payments Are 
Changing the Reality of Payments (August 2015) [2] Visa requires fast-funds enabled issuers to make funds available to their recipient cardholders within a maximum of 30 minutes of approving the transaction. Actual fund availability varies 
by financial institution and region. Please refer to your Visa representative and the Visa Direct Original Credit Transaction Global Implementation Guide for more information. [3] Forbes: Employee Turnover Is The Highest It's Been In 10 Years. 
Here's What To Do About It. (February 2018) 13
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Vice President, Strategy & Thought Leadership

ADP, Employee Financial Solutions

George Mavrantzas
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Future of Pay | Rapidly Changing Market Dynamics

Rise of Non-Traditional 
Financial Products

Consumerization of PaymentsShift in Workforce Composition

gig freelancers
Apple Pay

Google Pay
Samsung Pay 

Venmo
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State of the Union
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State of the Union - Organizations

External events are forcing organizations to revaluate
established practices…

• Global Pandemic

• Inclement Weather

• Natural Disasters

• Economic Upheaval

…And to consider instituting new strategies for an evolving world

• Disaster Recovery

• Business Continuity

• Alternative arrangements for key business functions like Pay
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The financially vulnerable are 
struggling despite economic 
recovery

• 106M Americans are 
considered financially 
vulnerable and incur high 
fees for check cashing, 
remittances and payday 
lending1

• 40% lack cash savings for a 
$400 emergency expense2

• $500 Average annual fees 
paid by a commercial bank 
user3

The War for Talent has 
drastically shifted employer 
focus and priorities

• 53% employers offer paper 
checks yet only 4% 
employees prefer them4

• 59% agree that outdated 
payment methods hurts their 
ability to retain employees4

• 84% believe offering 
financial wellness tools will 
help attract top talent4

Generational changes within 
the workforce have changed 
user preferences

• 50% Gen Z will turn down a 
job if they cannot choose 
payment method5

• 76% Gen Z and 64% 
Millennials believe pay card 
option is a worker right5

• 90% of young Americans say 
they would share personal 
information with a payroll 
provider in order to obtain 
money management advice4

State of the Union - Employees

1 Financial Health Network, Business Fintech Intelligence, FDIC, CFPB, Urban Institute, Statista, S&P 
2 Report On The Economic Well-being Of U.S. Households (Federal Reserve) 
3 Https://Www.Money-rates.Com/Research-center/Bank-fees/
4 Evolution Of Pay Report (ADP Research Institute) 5 Paycards: Generational Trends Shaping The 
Future Of Worker Pay (ADP Research Institute)

https://www.money-rates.com/Research-center/Bank-fees/
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Change is Constant. So is Competition.

Attracting talent is an increasing challenge  

• Pre pandemic: record employment rates 
• Shifting priorities and values among workers
• Dynamic shift in workforce composition

The world of work and pay is changing   

• Next gen workers have different demands
• New non-traditional payment technologies and consumer behaviors
• The gig economy presents new challenges for employers and 1099 workers
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What ADP Research Tells Us
Security, Speed and Flexibility are Key

• Security is key (60% of respondents)

• 3rd party data security risks

• Speed & Flexibility

• Off-cycle payments

• Ability to choose frequency

• Fee for early access to pay

60% of employees said the ability to select pay frequency, 
same day pay, early access to pay, or pay cards would make 
a difference in whether or not they accepted a job

Source: ADP Research Institute, 2019
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The financially vulnerable are a sizable portion of the 
population and growing in the wake of COVID-19

Financial Health Network, Business Fintech Intelligence, FDIC, CFPB, Urban Institute, Statista, S&P

106 Million Individuals in 2019 were considered financially vulnerable and incur 
high fees for check cashing, remittances and payday lending
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Features & benefits that help the financially 
vulnerable make better choices

Secure Your Funds

Manage Your Money

Map Your Future

✓Travel Protection
✓Card Lock
✓Biometric Security
✓ Instant Notifications

✓Early Direct Deposit
✓Companion Cards
✓Rewards
✓Savings Tool

✓Bill Pay
✓Money Transfers
✓Check Deposit
✓Cash Access
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Financial Wellness

https://www.forbes.com/sites/madhvimavadiya/2019/05/02/financial-wellness-how-to-do-fintech-well/#663ff11845d6

79%
“

“ Financial wellness is the degree to which an individual 'worries' about their 
personal money issues. Personal money worries are a function of spending, 

saving and borrowing habits.

- Dan Cobley, Blenheim Chalcot 

want to work for an employer who 
cares about their financial wellness

https://www.forbes.com/sites/madhvimavadiya/2019/05/02/financial-wellness-how-to-do-fintech-well/%23663ff11845d6
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Benefits of Financial Wellness

Better Engagement 
at work

Access to the 
digital economy

Reduced financial stress, 
Improve Mental Health
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The journey to Financial Wellness is long, but it 
begins with four simple steps.

1.  Keep more of your 
pay

2. Track your
spend

3. Start saving 
for a rainy day

4. Use technology tools to 
make smart decisions

• No transaction or monthly 
fees

• Wide ATM network for fee-
free cash access 

• Cashback rewards

• Spending trends by period, 
month over month

• Spending trends by category 
– E.g. Food & Dining, 
shopping, etc.

• Savings envelope

• Automated savings 
(Coming soon)

• Cashback rewards

• Early Direct Deposit

• Bill pay, travel notices, 
smart support through 
AVA chatbot

• Cashback rewards
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Cashback Rewards

Exercise Choice
• 2 types of rewards 

• Over 300,000+ outlets

• Available in-store and online

Use with Ease
• No 3rd party apps required

• Simple Opt-in

• No point systems, real dollars

Accelerate Savings
• Custom cashback savings envelope

• Easy funds movement

• Companion Cards enabled too

Stay Engaged
• Updating offers and promotions

• Personalized based on GPS and Usage

• Instant notifications

Cardholder can purchase a variety of gift cards 

from an ever-expanding library of vendors that 

is updated continuously

Cashback on eGift cards

Once the cardholder opt-ins, savings will be 

automatically generated for eligible transactions 

at all participating outlets 

Cashback on purchases
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Best Practices
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Benefits of a successful program

High adoption among employeesStreamlined payment processes Decreased costs

Capabilities to deal with ad-hoc off-
cycle instant payments

Higher employee 
retention & recruitment 

Partners to support disaster recovery 
and business continuity efforts  
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Key Takeaways

• Pay cards represents a huge opportunity for 
employers to deliver greater value and convenience to 
employees who desire financial wellness tools

• Pay cards can overcome many financial wellness 
challenges related to pay.

• Prioritize expertise and compliance resources when 
evaluating pay card providers to mitigate risk and 
implement best practices to maximize electronic 
participation. 
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Questions and Answers
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Thank you for attending!

For more workforce trends and insights, 
check out www.adp.com/wisely

The information herein constitutes proprietary and confidential information of ADP. It must not be copied, transmitted, or 
distributed in any form or by any means without the express written permission of ADP. The information and materials provided
in this webinar are for informational purposes only and not for the purpose of providing accounting, legal, or tax advice. The 
information and services ADP provides should not be deemed a substitute for the advice of any such professional. Such 
information is by nature subject to revision and may not be the most current information available. The information and data 
contained in this demonstration/presentation is fictional and for informational and demonstrative purposes only. No actual ADP 
client data has been used or disclosed in connection with this demonstration/presentation. ADP systems are frequently being 
updated to reflect enhancements, upgrades, and other changes. The screen captures in this presentation are by nature subject to 
revision and may not always represent the most current view. 
ADP, the ADP logo, ADP SmartCompliance, ADP Research Institute, and Always Designing for People are registered trademarks 
of ADP, Inc.  All other marks are the property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2022 ADP, Inc. All rights reserved.

All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners.

Copyright © 2015–2022 ADP, Inc. All Rights Reserved. These materials may not be reproduced in any format without the express 
written permission of ADP, Inc.  Any repurposing, reposting, or other use of this content (including, but not limited to, YouTube® 
or any other social media) is expressly prohibited. 


